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’Wild animals’ roam campus
By Maria J. Gunter
Daily staff writer
For the sake of science, Michael Namba donned a 3pound transmitter collar and wandered around campus
Wednesday afternoon.
The collared Namba and a "herd" of four other students
trotted around SJSU. pretending to munch on bushes while the
rest of Vicki Jennings’ Natural Science IA class tracked the
animals with a radio receiver.
"I asked for volunteers (to wear the collars) before the
students really knew what they were getting into," Jennings
said. "The collars are kind of garish."
At least one animal wanted to back out at the last minute.
"When Mike (Namba) saw the collar, he said he’d decided not
to volunteer, that he could never face his friends again," Jennings said.
The $3,000 collars are designed for deer and are used by
SJSU biology Prof. Michael Kutilek in an ongoing study of
mountain lions living in San Jose’s southeastern foothills, Jennings said.
"It’s really a valuable tool for studying animals in their
natural habitat without disturbing them that much," Jennings
said.
In a decidedly urban simulation, the herd took off with a
live -minute head start. The rest of the class followed, trying to
locate the student -animals at five-minute intervals.
Because the radio signals drop off indoors. Jennings told
the herd to stay in the open.
Each collar uses a different frequency, so the student -observers mapped the herd’s home range the area an animal
conducts its normal activities and territory the area an animal will defend against an animal of the same species.
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Registration
by telephone
to start in ’88
By Frank Michael Russell
Daily staff writer
Long lines at Program Adjustment Day may be a thing of the past by
1988.
SJSU President Gail Fullerton has
approved a new $100,000 over-thephone computerized registration system that will completely change the
way students sign up for classes, said
Ed Chambers, associate executive vice
president for Admissions and Records.
The system will offer a "hightech solution" to problems connected
with how students now register and
should be ready by fall 1988. he said.
Chambers said the new registration process will work as follows:
Students will call the university’s computer "from anywhere," as
long as it’s from a touch-tone phone.
A
computer-simulated voice
will guide the student through registration. asking for his social security
number and a transaction number to
identify the student.
The student will respond by
pressing buttons on his phone.
If the student is eligible to reg-

ister, he’ll be asked for the section
numbers of the courses in which he
wants to enroll.
The computer will tell the student
right away if the section chosen isn’t
available and which other sections
of the class are.
Chambers said the system will be
a step forward for student convenience, replacing Computer Assisted
Registration and eliminating Program
Adjustment Day.
The hardware and software for
the system, to he purchased from Paraphonics Corp., a maker of computer
voice -response systems in Burlingame, will cost the university about
$97,000. Chambers said.
Installation of 32 phone lines will
require another $3,200 and the system
will cost about $1 .1(X) per month to
maintain, he said.
The registration system will save
"countless" hours in student, faculty
and Admissions and Records staff
time. he said.
Chambers said it would be difficult to specify an exact amount that
See REGISTRATION, back page
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KSJS requests travel reimbursement
By Amy L. Pabalan
conference began yesterday and concludes on SunDaily staff writer
day.
KSJS requested the Associated Students board
Yohn said the funding request was submitted
of directors reimburse travel expenses of $956 for late because the radio station received the conference
two students who are attending a college radio con- information from the College Media Journal only
vention in New York City.
two weeks ago, and there were delays in deciding
The station has a budget of $1,700 for travel ex- who was able to go to New York.
penses. said David Yohn, the campus radio station
"This is the only major traveling expense of the
interim general manager. But because the request station," Yohn said. "It’s very important to us to
A.S.
Business
Office,
too
late
to
the
keep
was submitted
in touch with what’s going on in the college
permission from the board is needed to use the A.S. radio world."
He added the station needs to see how its profunds to reimburse the students instead, Yohn said.
"We’re asking for a special release of the gramming and academic status compare to other
money to allow us to use the money after the fact," college radio stations.
Yohn said.
However, the consensus vote, an informal
The A.S. board accepted Yohn’s requests by a opinion of the board, is not binding, said A.S. Ad5-4 consensus and it will be included in next week’s viser Jim Cellini.
He added that the board does not reimburse exagenda for approval.
The station’s promotions director Paul Vanrhee penses already made.
Cellini said he did not know how the board will
and music director Gary Delamore are paying out of
their own pockets to attend the national College vote on the issue. "The consensus vote was close. It
Media Journal Conference, Yohn said. The annual could go either way," Cellini said.

Students
behold
’Horror’
*Mtn

By Frank Michael Russell
Daily staff writer
It was a dark and stormy
night . . .
Well, okay, it was only drizzling outside. But it was thundering
in the Student Union Ballroom as the
Associated Students Program Board
showed "The Rocky Horror Picture
Show."
The film was part of the board’s
regular Wednesday film series and
attracted a rowdy crowd of about
700 -- who were more of a show
than the movie.
For some it was the, first time.

If the board decides not to allow the funds to be
used to reimburse the travel expenses, Yohn said he
will try to find some way to pay back the students.
"Hopefully we will find some kind of funding
so (Vanrhee and Delamore) won’t have to eat the
$900," Yohn said. He added perhaps money could
be taken from the station’s trust account. The account is used to buy new equipment for the station,
Yohn said.
The station’s requisition has to be approved by
the board because A.S. funds are to be used for outof-state travel, A.S. Business Administrator Jean
Lenart said.
But because the requisition was submitted
Tuesday, the board could not vote on the matter because of an "open meeting law that requires the request be on the agenda at least a week before the
board takes action," lenan said.
The College Media Journal, sponsors of the
convention, is a weekly trade magazine for college
radio stations, Yohn said.

Others had lost track of the number
of times they had seen it.
Some were dressed in costume
and most were equipped with the
necessary props to put on the show
rice, rolls of toilet paper, newspapers, slices of toast, umbrellas and
water guns.
"I’m what they call a virgin,"
said Becky Glenn. a sophomore majoring in English.
People who haven’t seen the
movie before are called "virgins"
by "Rocky Horror" fans. Glenn explained.
Glenn came with her friend

Kathy Whitesel, a freshman Spanish
major.
"This will be my third time."
Whitesel said. "I love the show."
It was also the first time for
Lynda Norry, a freshman marketing
major.
"I’ve heard a lot about it,"
Norry said. "It’s pretty crazy."
Popcorn, rice and squirts of
water were already flying through
the air before the film started.
During the movie, the audience
yelled names at the film’s main characters, Brad and Janet, and apSee HORROR, back page

By Frank Michael Russell
Daily staff writer
Proposition 65 won’t be the end
of the world for Santa Clara County.
state Assemblyman Tom Hayden said
yesterday.
Hayden. D-Santa Monica, said
the anti-toxics initiative on Tuesday’s
ballot won’t have a substantial economic impact on high-tech manufacturing.
"I’m willing to wager not one job
is going to be lost in Silicon Valley."
Hayden said before a group of about
70 in the Student Union Amphitheatre.
The measure would require the
state to stop companies from polluting
drinking-water supplies with about
183 chemicals known to cause cancer.
said Hayden, who is married to actress
Jane Fonda,
lithe state doesn’t act, private
citizens would be allowed to file lawsuits to assure compliance, he said.
"It brings the possibility of informed choice closer to the consumers
of California," Hayden said.
Critics of Proposition 65 say it
would place costly restrictions on them
and threaten their ability to do business. They also say the measure is
vague and has too many exceptions.
Hayden said the initiative was designed lobe flexible.
Most state ballot measures can’t
be amended, but this one can. he said.
"There was a feeling that too

Tom Hayden
. . . stale assemblyman
many initiatives are too rigid." Hayden said.
The measure can be changed as
long as it stays within its stated purpose of protecting the water supply. he
said.
Opponents have raised about $6
million in campaign funds compared
to the measure’s supporters’ $1 million, he said.
"We knew we would be out
spent," Hayden said.
Most of the opposition to the
See HAYDEN. hack page

Gay rights inhibited
by society, speaker says
By Paula Ray Christiansen
Daily staff writer
In his speech Wednesday on
"Gay Politics. Gay Pride," Harry
Britt talked about how the narrow definition of today’s family inhibits the
freedom of not only gay individuals,
but all individuals.
Britt, who succeeded San Francisco Supervisor Harvey Milk after
Milk’s assassination in 1979, was the
keynote speaker for Gay and Lesbian
Awareness Week.
Gay politics is a fight for a basic
understanding of the definition of traditional marriage, and where gays.
women, ethnic minorities, senior citizens and other social groups fit into
that definition, he said.
"What we’re dealing with is not
just a gay issue, it is an individual
issue of where you stand with your
own experience . . . as the movement
evolves it is not just a fight for rights,
but a fight to redefine the American

GAY 8, LESBIAN
AWARENESS
WEEK
family, Britt said.
The validity of the definition of
the human family is learned by asking
basic questions about how American
culture limits the human family, he
said.
The human family is the structure
of society as a whole with each individual member contributing, Britt
said.
Politics today is going back to
prescience ways of approaching problems by ignoring issues such as AIDS,
and dealing with all problems in a homophobic way, he said.
Homophobia is a fear of the unSee BRI7T. back page
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Editorial

Safety a must on All Hallows’ Eve
Halloween for college students traditionally in- to sober people. let alone those who have a few
cludes parties, costume contests, dances and beers under their belts.
In addition, think of others as you would think
the consumption of alcohol. All of this can be
fun if guidelines are followed. This mostly involves of yourself. Even if you manage to stay sober on
Halloween, please think of your friends and family
the consumption of alcohol.
First, remember that there will be many more who may want to hop in their cars or roam the
children on the streets tonight who are more con- streets after having a few too many cups of spiked
cerned with the candy they score than with the cars punch. Take it upon yourself to keep these people
on the road. Motorists should keep this in mind, es- off the road.
One word to keep in mind this Halloween is
pecially when cruising through residential areas.
Next, remember that your chances of seeing "THINK." Think before you drink, think before
these children after dark will diminish considerably you allow others to drink, and think before you get
after consuming alcohol. Children running across into your car. And hopefully, your biggest fear tothe street dressed in dark clothing are hardly visible night will be avoiding the ghosts of Halloween past.

U.S. should accept Sandinistas
?.

This is an appeal to those people who believe in the
cause of the Contras. Because the conflict in Nicaragua conwith the United States right in
tinues to escalate each day
the middle it is time you question your beliefs.
First, you must examine what your beliefs are based
on.
If you believe everything President Reagan has told
you about U.S. intervention in Nicaraguan affairs, you are
the victim of the administration’s longest and most successful "disinformation’ campaign.
If the Reagan administration has you believing its
claim that support of the Contras attempting to overthrow
the Nicaraguan government is in the interest of democracy,
consider this:
The Sandinista government is a freely elected government, voted into power by the Nicaraguan people. In the
latest election, November 1984.
the Sandinistas won 65 percent of
Opinion
the vote. Six other parties were
represented on the ballot and all had wide access to an uncensored press. Violence, which has plagued most other
elections in Central America, was not a factor.
The Nicaraguan people voted overwhelmingly to retain
the Sandinista government because they believe in it. The
words of Ted Meyer, an SJSU graduate student studying
urban planning who visited Nicaragua twice last year, illustrates this point.
"I saw day care centers for lower income people , free
medical care for everybody, a free university open to everyone and land titles held by previously landless peasants. I
went where I pleased, when I wanted and so did the Nicaraguan people."
Unlike the situation in El Salvador. where the only
thing supporting the government is the Reagan administration, there is no policy of torture, political murder, or disappearances in Nicaragua.
According to a report the human rights group "Americas Watch", published in 1985, "The most violent abuses
of human rights in Nicaragua have been commited by the
Contras. . . who systematically murder the unarmed."
The Reagan administration wants us to believe there is

General Motors pullout a farce

Letters to the Editor

Amerika

Sanctions will help end apartheid

Andy
Bird
a serious Soviet threat in Nicaragua. However, the truth is:
The United States maintains several military bases in
Central America, while the Soviet Union has none.
ricalnited States constantly conducts war games in
Cegtral -621cipi, especially with Honduran military forces
next to t7"1"Ciearaguan border, while the Soviet Union does
not.
The United States has intervened militarly 33 times
in Central American since 1900 and did so as recently as
March by flying Honduran forces into combat with the
Sandinistas while the Soviet Union never has.
A 1984 State Department report says Soviet domination in Central America "is more limited than generally realized," and concludes the Soviet Union has "conceded"
the United States dominates in Central America.
The Reagan administration has hoodwinked a majority
of the American people with its Contra "disinformation"
campaign. Because the administration is so full of itself,
and so confident it can can continue to beguile, it hadn’t
bother to deny that it supported a network of covert operations that has been supplying the Contras after Congress cut
off funding in 1984.
Now the administration wants to train Contra forces in
the United States its boldest move yet.
It is time we all started believing that the Nicaraguan
people will continue to choose their own government.
As Meyer puts it: "What I have learned from the Sandinistas is that they’ve had enough of living in the mud and
the (crap). . . . "Never again will they get on their knees
to anybody."

Editor,
As a journalism graduate and alumni of SJSU. I find
the recent "Amerika" column by Stew Hintz ("Hands
Off" Oct. 24) to be both racist and disinformative.
I am also equally concerned that the Spartan Daily
would publish a weekly column such as "Amerika." I read
this column for the first time by chance during a visit to the
campus. I am quite alarmed at what the future implications
of this column could mean. It does indeed sound like it
would be suitable as a sounding board for those in the campus community with a racist, right-wing mentality.
Despite the crescendo of protest against the injustices
of apartheid, the Botha government and Reagan administration has stood firm in the face of pressure. The president has
suggested sanctions are "meaningless" and that they "hurt
blacks" more thstrahey hem whites. Let’s examine the
facts. Between biLliind wllieuiban and rural there are
disparate incomes. airliarate economic lives, distinctions in
education, differences in infant mortality.
South Africa has the highest per capita prison population in the world. They convict a black of pass law violations nearly every three minutes. The costs of internal security are conservatively estimated as being between $3.5 and
$10.5 billion.
As an informed community, we should understand that
divestment and disinvestment hurts the economic infrastructure of South Africa, which in turn weakens apartheid.
Though Stew Hintz asserts divestment and disinvestment
"hurts blacks" it is important to remember that only a tiny
percentage of the black South Africa labor force works for
U.S. companies. The most immediate impact would be on
white employees of U.S. companies, the South African tax
structure and the government.
The death toll in South Africa continues to mount as
the government annouces new, more sweeping extensions
of its broad emergency powers. Only by enforcing strong.
effective sanctions immediately along with the continual
withdrawal of U.S. companies can the United States play a
constructive role in bringing about an end to apartheid.
John Minnis
Alumni
Chairperson, South Bay Free
South Africa Movement

Legislation needed to uphold morals

Letters to the Editor
Editor,
I am writing in reference to General Motor’s ’’pullout" in South Africa. Instead of closing down the plant entirely, GM merely sold its assets to white South Africans. In
addition to this. GM’s move will not leave any negative impact on the South African economy unless the new management fails. Since the new management is not bound by the
"Sullivan Principles" as American companies are, black
South Africans will still be subject to the same injustices in
the work place as they are in every other aspect in their
lives.
GM is not the only company operating under such pretenses. International Business Machines and Coca-Cola are
among the others.
The deals that GM. IBM and Coca-Cola have managed
to put together will perpetuate even more apartheid unless
they discontinue all business in South Africa. In essence, if
American companies are really against apartheid, then they
should give up the all -mighty dollar for this social responsibility.
M.J. Lochard
Sophomore
Marketing

REAGANFUS

seem to indicate they are developing a conscience, but once
again it is a financial decision. People will stop buying their
goods and services if they stay.
The call for sanctions was not "heeded by an image conscious Congress." It finally reconized the South African
government for what it is: One of the most brutal police
states since Hitler’s Germany.
Ronald Reagan is concerned about human rights violations, but fear of socialism is a more powerful emotion for
him. He has shown that a country need fit only one criterion
to be our friend opposition to communism.
We have supported or sponsored countless regimes
that have fallen at the hands of bloody or peaceful revolutions. Whether we realize it or not, the huge majority in
South Africa see us as allies of their oppressors.
Tom Dunlap
Junior
Journalism

’Amerika columnist has rights too

Editor,
I am a supporter of free speech. Any censoring of that
free speech hurts our First Amendment rights and damages
decision
financial
a
America on the whole. Some have felt the need to personU.S. pullout
ally attack Stew Hintz for his column "Fairy Tales " (Oct.
Editor.
I used to believe the same foolish, naive things about 17).
apartheid that Mr. Hintz expressed in his column. "Hands
I wish to defend his right to have written it. I also wish
off." (Oct. 24).
to say that I am offended by Steve Stein’s hypocritical atI changed my thinking for many reasons and even tack against Hintz’s rights.
though it’s probably a waste of time, maybe I can convince
There is a saying, "When we all think alike, we think
Mr. Hintz that he is wrong.
the least." One of the basic qualities of this nation is the
Hintz writes that since American corporations are pull- right to speak out against something seen as wrong. Hintz
ing out, blacks in South Africa -are left alone to suffer the did so and I applaud his courage.
impending persecution by the whites."
However. Stein has attacked this right. Mr. Stein
Impending persecutions’? How much more impending should look to his own organization and try to find the hoslaughor
vandals of the men’s restroom in the Student
mosexual
can it get? How many more blacks will be jailed
Union. These vandals write on the walls offering various
tered until the "real" persecution arrives?
to any interested party.
American business must stay, Hintz writes, because unnatural sex acts
Rather than condemning a man who did what was
they are the "only remaining agents of change."
right, we should condemn any group that hypocritically deBull. The insignificant, so-called reforms implemented mands its rights but denies those rights to others
Jonathon A umann
have not appea.sed the 22 million blacks in South Africa.
Freshman
U.S. corporations do business there because of abundant rePublic Relations
sources, cheap labor and ultimately, profit. Pulling out may

Editor,
Is morality altogether a matter of personal preference’?
The U.S. Constitution allows a limited number of personal
freedoms and not one of these is absolute. The framers’ intent was to check the abuses of government. The government then was authorized to make and enforce laws to prevent the abuses of society. Freedom is further limited by
convention in the public place, the city, school, work place
and the home. Evidently, a national morality exists, by necessity and personal freedom is limited. Criminal law is
only one aspect of it.
With a little thought it must be noted that the unalienable rights of life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness have
boundaries. Another self-evident truth supposes that the
same Creator has endowed us with unalienable responsibilities. including public decency.
It is public decency that I am addressing. Specifically.
1 am responding to Stew Hintz’s column. The majority of
Americans perceive homosexuality as being a matter of
public concern and detrimental to the public good. It is still
a criminal offense in some states. I find it curious that the
same source that enlists the law of nature and nature’s god,
is used to justify the homosexual’s "pursuit of happiness."
Perhaps another document should be used.
Arguments that favor two men copulating can be transferred to an adult mating with relatives. parents, 5-yearolds, grade school children, dogs, corpses and so forth. Provided all parties are consenting and if it is done in private,
then it must be constitutional.
Calling Stew Hintz a bigot and an Adolf Hitler was less
judicial. I will not classify homosexuals with blacks. Jews
and women.
The public has the right and the duty to uphold laws
affecting morality. When these laws are further eroded and
"sexual freedom" is absolute, then the protection and
rights of others will be further denied. Our moral justification for existence will rest on a fragile premise one difficult to explain to the rest of humanity.
Brian Davis
Senior
Aeronautics

Letter Policy
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write letters
to the editor. Bring them to Dwight Bente! Hall, Room 208,
or the Student Union Information Desk.
Letters must bear the writer’s name, major, class
oanding and phone number. The Daily reserves the right to
edit letters for libel and length.

Stew
Hintz

Southern surprise
When the Latin American revolution reaches
the borders of the United States what will our
response be? Welcome to California, now go
home?
The Nicaraguan freedom fighters, the Contras,
stand in the way of a major communist threat to the
Central American region, but are criticized by many
for their treatment of the "pasea loving" nation of Nicaragua.
The only peace the Nicaraguan revolutionaries,
Sandinistas, desire is a piece of El Salvador, apiece of
Guatemala and apiece of Colombia.
The Sandinistas pose a threat to the entire region
with their revolutionary doctrine and their imposing
military might.
The Soviet Union delivered 20,700 tons of
material in 43 ships this year, surpassing any previous
amount of assistance.
Among the cargo were six Mi-24 helicopter gunships, according to Pentagon spokesman Robert Sims.
The typical cry heard in Nicaragua over these shipments is that they are merely defensive in nature and
not intended to be used in the future for campaigns of
conquest.
The truth is that Nicaragua has been increasing
the strength of its military forces since the revolution
against Somoza in 1979. This predates any involvement by the United States or any Contra group.
The Sandinistas use the excuse that they are corn batting aggression from President Ronald Reagan with
their strong armed forces and militia when their current military policy was created and begun during the
Carter administration.
The Nicaraguan government has its people prepared for an invasion by the Marines, but realizes that
the strongest threat to the Sandinistas comes from the
Contras.
The Contras are made up of ex -National
Guardsmen under Somoza, Miskito Indians, Sandinista deserters and international mercenaries which
does not endear them to the hearts of the Nicaraguan
people. The Contras have been charged with various
human rights violations and acts of brutality against
unarmed citizens and villages, which makes them unpopular with much of the liberal left in this country.
Current economic conditions in Nicaragua, the
increasing grip of totalitarian restrictions against the
media and harassment of the Catholic Church have
caused an increasing tide of displeasure among the Nicaraguan people with the Sandinista government.
The Nicaraguans hope to turn public opinion
against the Contras both in this country and abroad
while increasing their military ability against the Contra forces.
The U.S. Congress, after two years of ignorance,
finally realized how dangerous the Sandinista threat
was and the real intentions of Nicaragua’s President
Daniel Ortega’s government.
Congressmen had their doubts as to whether Ortega was vacationing on the shores of the Black Sea
negotiating a military deal with the Soviets.
The arms shipments answered those doubts.
It would be harder to criticize Nicaragua’s impe
rialist goals if only circumstantial evidence on troop
strengths and capabilities were available, but Nicaragua has been linked to terrorist attacks, the most riots
ble one in Colombia.
The Sandinistas have been linked to the
unsuccessful bid to take over the Colombian Palace of
Justice in November 1985. M- 19 guerrillas were
supplied by the Sandinistas and Nicaragua’s Minister
of the Interior. Thomas Barge, attended a memorial
service for the slain terrorists.
The Nicaraguan government is intent on
spreading its revolution throughout Central America
and this cannot be tolerated by the United States.
Cuba presents enough of a threat to the
Americas.
The Sandinistas’ popular revolution is only a
front for communism and it must never gain a firm
hold on the continent of North, South or Central
America.
Stew Hintz is the assistant news edkor. "Amerika" appears every Friday.
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Gorbachev plans to visit
Latin America in spring
WASHINGTON (API Soviet
development in relations between the
leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev is plan- two countries. They said Mexico has
ning to visit Latin America, apparently long been interested in expanding its
in an attempt to penetrate peacefully diplomatic horizons and that three prean area where the United States has vious Mexican presidents have visited
long been the dominant influence, ad- Moscow.
ministration officials said.
The officials added that ShevrardThe Soviet Communist Party nadze and his Mexican hosts seemed
General Secretary plans to visit Cuba. intent on not saying anything that
Moscow’s closest ally in the hemi- could be construed as hostile to the
sphere, and also is expected to become United States.
the first Soviet leader ever to travel to
Other officials, however, said
Mexico, Argentina and Brazil, the of- they were concerned that the Shevardficials said. The trip, tentatively set for nadze tallurand the prospective visit by
next spring, may include other South Gorbachev raises the possibility of an
Amencan countries as well.
expanded "Soviet foothold" in this
Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard hemisphere.
Shevardnadze visited Mexico City
A long-term Soviet goal in Mexthree weeks ago and laid the groundwork for the Soviet -Mexican summit, ico is the opening of consular offices
according to the officials, who insisted in northern Mexico. which would enon anonymity.
Some officials described the prospective visit to Mexico as a normal
LAKE SUCCESS. N.Y. (API
- A new industrial color video
image used b% contractors and others to examine pipes, heat exchangA jacket and a $50 bill were taken
ers, boiler tubes and condensers is
from an open room on the eighth floor
helping detect corrosion and locate
of West Hall between 2:30 and 2:45
cracks or leaks, Energy User News
p.m. Monday.
reported.
Unlike conventional black A burglar entered an apartment at
and-white units. the color-intage
Spartan City through an unlocked winscope can help identity %%hat type
dow and took $20 sometime between 7
of corrosion is c% ident because difa.m. and 10 p.m. Tuesday.
ferent types it llitCr Corrosion ap-

able the Soviets to widen their intelligence -gathering capabilities in the
southern United States, the officials
said.
The uneasiness of some officials
over the planned Mexican visit by
Gorbachev has been heightened by the
recent strains in U.S.-Mexican relations. The officials said a crisis of confidence exists which disrupts cooperation on combating drug smuggling
and other issues.
Shortly after Shevardnadze’s visit
to Mexico. Argentine President Raul
Alfonsin became the first leader of that
country to visit the Soviet Union.
Aside front political issues, they
discussed Argentina’s $1.6 billion
trade surplus with the Soviet Union
which is the principal buyer of Argen
tine grains.

Images help find leaks

Campus Crimes

A vandal in the food service office of the Student Union poured glue,
desk cleaner, typing correction fluid
and soda over contents in a desk sometime between Oct. 22 and 23.

Pear in different colors, the publication explained.
The unit includes a cable that
allows it to be used to a 40-foot
depth of piping, with the tip of the
cable containing a half-inch camera
probe.
This sends the color picture
signal to a screen and also sends an
illumination signal that tells the operator if the amount of light is adequate.
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Dry Toast

SJSU Health Service will present the last CPR class of
the semester Monday and Wednesday. Sign-ups are II dill
to 5 p.m. today and Monday in the Health Building. Room
121. Call Oscar Battle Jr. at 277-3622 for information.
The Theatre Arts Department will present a workshop
with professional choreographer Linda Kostalik from 9:30
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. today in the Hugh Gillis Hall Studio
Theater. Call 277-2763 for inore information.

46otoraisa
Jetwass
4

The Women’s Center is sponsoring a speech, by political activist Susan Guberman Garcia titled "Who is Rose
Bird and Why Are They Saying Those Terrible Things
About Her?" at 4:30 p.m. today in the Student Union Costanoan Room. Call Wendy at 277-2707 for information.

The SJSU Ski Club is holding a Halloween masquerade party at 7 p.m, today at Clover Hall. 99 N. Bascom
Ave., San Jose. Call Chuck at 268-5633 for information.
The Hispanic Business Association is holding a Halloween dance sponsored by Radio Aztlan from 9:30 p.m. to
2 a.m. today at I.E.S. Hall. 1401 E. Santa Clara St. Call
Elena at 277-9248 for information.
The SJSU Cycling Club will meet at 9 a.m. tomorrow
in the Art Quad to go watch cycle -cross races in Santa Cruz.
Call Ken at 268-3945 for information.
The Phi Chi Theta business fraternity is holding its
monthly meeting at 6 p.m. Monday in MacQuarrie Hall.
Room 322. Call Lisa at 277-8670 for information.
Student Occupation Therapy Association will hold a
membership meeting at 4:30 p.m. Monday in the Student
Union Guadalupe Room. Call Eileen at 637-0154 for information.

"Great news! Its only syphilis!!"

Street gang indited
on conspiracy charges
ciiicAG0 (API Four street gang members who allegedly approached the Lihy an

government and offered to
carry out terrorist bombings ;Ind attacks in the United States
in exchange for money %%ere indicted yesterday on federal
weapons charges.
The indictments were announced by U.S. Attorney
Anton Valukas. Charged in the conspiracy are El Rukn
leader Jeff 1-inn. imprisoned in a federal pentientiary in
Texas: Mel% in Ma% es. Alan Knox and Trammel Davis, all
of Chicago.
Knox and Davis were arrested Aug.. following a raid
on the gang’s South Side headquarters that yielded more
than 30 weapons, including an M-72 series light anti-tank
weapon. Mayes is still being sought by authorities.

Airplane fuel was stolen from an
Aeronautics Department plane parked
at the San Jose International Airport on
Oct. 20. The plane had been filled
with $47.32 worth of fuel.
Compiled by Daily staff writer Oscar
Guerra.
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Phi Beta Sigma fraternity will be holding a haunted
house for children ages 2 to 13 from 7 to 10 p.m. today at
279 E. San Fernando St. Call Frank at 286-6043 for information.

A burgundy and gold 10-speed
bicycle worth $400 was stolen from
Eighth and San Fernando streets Oct.
23.

Serving the San Jose State
University Community

Peter Stein

Only Lowenbrau is brewed in the world’s great beer drinking countries. Brewed in Munich, in England, Sweden,
Canada, Japan, and here in America. Only Lowenbrau, by
license and authority, must use Bavarian Hallertau hops
and be checked for flavor and quality by the brewmasters
of Lowenbrau, Munich. Only Lowenbrau gives you 600
years of Bavarian heritage in one smooth American beer.
THIS WORLD CALLS FOR LOWENBRAU.
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Win will strengthen
California Bowl hopes
By Greg Siry ker
Daily stall writer
T/IC Spartan football team 16-2 overall, 4-0 in the
PCAA) will he looking to strengthen its chances for a California Bowl berth and win its sixth straight game when it
7 takes on New Mexico State tomorrow at 5:30 p.m. in Las
Cruces, N.M.
The Spartans’ closest conference challengers are
Fresno State (3- I I and Long Beach State (2-1). The Bulldogs need three wins and two SJSU losses to finish ahead of
the Spartans.
A tie with SJSU for the PCAA lead wouldn’t do them
any good, because of the Bulldogs’ 45-41 loss to the Spartans earlier thrs’year.
Long Beach State’s chances are much better. The
49ers still control their destiny.
Barring a loss to Utah State this Saturday. Long Beach
State could take control of the conference lead with a victory over SJSU on Nov. 15 in San Jose.
The Spartans’ main concern right now is avoiding a
letdown against New Mexico State.
The Aggies (I -K. 1-4) are in last place in the PCAA
and have had only one winning record in 18 seasons.
Spartan cornerback K.C. Clark, who had a 45 -yard interception return for a touchdown against the Aggies last
season in a 32-3 victory, said the team is determined to prevent a letdown.
"We’re not going to take them lightly hy any means."
Clark said. "That’s one thing we can’t do is start taking
teams lightly.
"The way our team is, we don’t want to lose. We want
to control our own destiny. We don’t want anybody standing in our way."
On paper, SJSU should destroy the Aggies.
The Spartan offense is averaging 28.6 points and 479
yards a game. New Mexico State is averaging 15.5 points
Kenneth K Lam Daily staff photographer
and 298.1 yards a game. Defensively. SJSU has allowed
’ 22.5 points and 322.5 yards per contest, compared to the The SJSU defense hopes to apply pressure on New Nlexicto State’s QR, like it did vs. Utah State’s Mark Smith
Aggies’ 34.7 points and 392.9 yards.
But then, statistics don’t decide football games. as enough to know anyone can beat you. New Mexico State hall team.’’
certainly has enough talent and skill to beat us if we are not
Spartan head coach Claude Gilbert indicated.
Freshman quarterback Phil Vinson will start for New
"They’re one of those teams, when you look on paper, well prepared."
Mexico State.
Vinson has completed 13 of 34 passes for III yards
; you think. ’Well, we can relax.’ but that’s not the case,
Aggie head coach Mike Knoll said his team’s biggest
and a touchdown. lie’s been intercepted twice.
Gilbert said. "If we relax and let down, we can endanger problem has been a lack of consistency.
;. our whole position,
"We’ve been tifo inconsistent this year." Knoll said.
Spartan derensive coordinator Sam Gruneisen said he’s
"We absolutely can’t overlook New Mexico State, or ’We’ve had too many peaks and valleys in our perfor- mainly concerned with Vinson’s athletic ability.
we’ll be in serious trouble, I’ve been coaching football long mances. This is .i big game and a big challenge for our foot "He’s a hell of an athlete." Gnmeisen said. "He has a

Soccer squad all wet after loss to Broncos
By I .en t ’mitten
Daily stall writer
The SJSU soccer team lost. 1-0.
to the Santa Clara Broncos on a rainy
Wednesday night at Spartan Stadium.
Bronco midfielder Rich Manning
scored on a cross in front of the Spartan net midway through the first half,
to give Santa Clara all it would need

"It was a tight game. hut I
thought Santa Clara played real well,’
Menendez said. "They really kept us
on the defensive a lot and we Just
weren’t working the ball up to the
front line."
The Broncos improved their rC cord to 6-6-4, I-1-3 in the PSC.
"We’re on a roll." Sampson
said. "We’ve only lost one game in
SJSU
.0.1(cralL..1:4..in Ow_ Abe. last eight."
. USF heat Santa Clara, 1.1)...14,st
rPacific Socce; Coiljagmcsp had.few
week.
: chances to score the entire match.
Spartan goalkeeper Joe Gangale
Bronco coach Steve Sampson
said it was because of the tough Santa was kept busy in this game by the
Bronco attackers.
Clara defense.
Gangale had eight saves on the
’Their (the Spartans’) game is
making diagonal runs through and he- night, while Santa Clara’s goalie Eric
tween our stopper and our outside Yamamoto had three.
Yamamoto wasn’t pressed lie : backs, and we shut that down." Sampson said. "When you pack 20-plus cause the Spartans were kept in their
players in one half of the field, it end most of the contest.
makes it difficult to get goals
"We just couldn’t develop any.
through."
thing," Menende, said. "We were
SJSU coach Julie Meru:ride/ said making a lot of erratic passes because
the Broncos played a good game
the ball would skid along (the wet

’We just couldn’t
develop anything. We
were making a lot of
erratic passes because
the ball would skid
along (the wet field):
Julie Menendez.
!OM soccer coach

"Stanford is a whole lot like
Santa Clara." Menende, said. "They
have guys that run a lot and they’re all
in good shape. Their ability is about
the same as Santa (’lara’s...
The Cardinal’s leading scorer is
Ross Tures, with two goals and two
assists.

Stanford goalkeeper Tom Austin
has five shutouts this season and a
1.32 goals-againte-iiiefwge. - - Menenedei
rthe Spartatts*
know what they have to do to win
against the Cardinal.
"They’ve been through 17 games
now, and they know they’re gonna be
in for a tough game." Menendez said.
’ ’They ’II has e he ready .’’

field ). "
Tomorrow at 8 p.m.. SJSU hosts
the Stanford Cardinal in Spartan StaSpartans’ Weekend
dium.
CROSS COUNTRY: PCAA long
Stanford has had its troubles this
distance championships, Fresno.
year. The team has a record of 5-9-2.
10.30 a.m.
Saturday,
0-3 in the PSC.
FIELD HOCKEY: Stanford. Palo
The Cardinal has lost its past four Alto. Friday, 3 p.m.
matches
FOOTBALL: New Mexico State.
Las Cruces, N.M., Saturday. 5:30
p.m
RUGBY: Hayward State, South
Campus. Saturday, 1 pin.
SOCCER: Stanford, Spartan
Stadium, Saturday, 8 p.m.
VOLLEYBALL: San Diego
State, Spartan Gym, Friday, 7:30
p.m. and Fullerton State, Spartan
Gym. Saturday. 730 p.m.
Mark Cale,
WOMEN’S GOLF: Stanford InSJSU women’s golf coach
vitational, Palo Alto. Friday. Saturday
and Sunday.
nation’s best teams, and that their annual match at StanWOMEN’S TENNIS: Stanford
ford is always a highlight of the season. He also said his
Invitational, Palo Alto, Friday. Satursquad is well equipped to win this year’s NCAA title.
day and Sunday.
"The chemistry is there (to win the tournament),’’
Gale said. "We always play Stanford well, and everyone on the team is playing good golf right now, and I’m
expecting big things (’mm the girls from here on out...
ADVERTISE
The invitational runs today through Sunday, and
in the
nationally -ranked teams scheduled to participate in the
tourney include Arizona, Arizona State, New Mexico,
Spartan Daily
USC. Southern Methodist, Oklahoma Slate. UCLA,
277-3171
Tulsa and Indiana.

Women golfers to tee off at Stanford tourney
By Karin I.. Small
Daily staff writer
The SJSU women’s golf team travels to the Farm
this weekend, looking to improve upon last year’s second -place finish in its annual dogfight with the Cardinal
at the Stanford Intercollegiate Tournament .
Set to do battle for the Spartans are Julie Rails, Lisa
Ipkendant. Nancy Brown, Dana lAifland and Anne
Jones. They all said this will be the year they finally capture this tournament.
Coach Mark Gale, confident of the play of his
team, said he feels the Spartans will do well on the Stanford Golf Course. a par-73, 5.886-yard layout.
’This will he a very competitive tournament for us,
probably the toughest of the year.’’ Gale said. "Most of
the teams entered here will probably end up in the national championships.
"If we expect to win this tournament, we’ll have to
shoot three sub-3(X) rounds."
The coach said SJSU and Stanford have two of the

’The chemistry is there (to winthe tournament).’

Runners to try
luck in Fresno
By Karin 11.. Small
Daily staff writer
,
The SJSU cross country team
:heads for Fresno’s Woodward Park to
compete in the PCAA long distance
championships. scheduled for tornorlow at 10:30 a.m.
Spartans expected to run the
10.000-meter course are freshman Ben
Palmer. sophomore Chris Becerra. juniors Mike Matthews. Steve Schol,
and Ted Williams and seniors Jim Carroll and Steve Pipe.
SJSU coach Marshall Clark said
his team, which is made up mostly of
’middle distance runners, will have to
ywork hard to place in this meet.
"I’m looking towards Chris He;
, cerra to lead the way for us, as he is
.our only returning letterman," Clark
;stolid. "We’ve got a young team this
Iyear. and they aren’t used to running
fdistances this long, but we’ll see what
!happens. Our immediate challenge is
do well.The Spartans are fighting to stay
!
;out of the conference cellar at the moSilent, according to Clark.
"We aren’t doing so hot nght
!now.** he said. "We’ve had a little
’more illness this season than in oth,

great arm, he throws the hall all over the place. and he has
great speed when he scrambles.’’
Gruneisen said he feels the SJSU defense can use Vinson’s inexpenence to its advantage.
"It’s obvious he doesn’t know exactly all he’s supposed to do as a quarterback because he’s so young," Gruneisen said. "But he has capabilities if he gets free. He can
really run the hall.
"We’ll run all of our blitzes against him and see if he
can hold up to the kind of pressure we’ll put on him. If he’s
not prepared to throw the hall real quick, he could be in a
world of of hurt."
The Aggies’ ground game is run out of pro set.
They’ve averaged 150.3 yards a game rushing.
Fullback Anthony Singleton is averaging 4.5 yards a
carry, and running hack Keith Lott has an average of 3.8
yards per rushing attempt.
New Mexico State will he going up against one of the
best run defenses in the country. SJSU is ranked sixth in the
nation against the rush. The Spartan defense has held ball
carriers to just 1,9 yards a carry.
The Aggies’ defense may have its hands full also.
Spartan quarterback Mike Perez has been ranked first
in the nation in total offense for five straight weeks. Perez
has two receivers in the nation’s top ten to throw to in Guy
Liggins and Lido Malauulu,
The SJSU running game is no slouch either. The Spartan running game averages 136 yard:: a game.
Tailback Kenny Jackson leads the ground assault with
796 yards.
Knoll said his offense must control the clock.
"It’s going to very important for our offense to maintain possession in order to keep Perez, Liggins. Malauulu
and the other supporting cast on the bench,’ he said.
Spartan tight end Cortez Thomas is one of the supporting members of the offensive cast that hopes to rack up big
numbers against the Aggies.
"We set a standard of excellence for ourselves,"
Thomas said. "We want to avoid a letdown, keep morale
high, and maintain our confidence level, so we can go into
the hallgame and put 50 points on the hoard."

Field hockey team falls
The Spartan held hockey leant
fell to Chico State, 1-0, Wednesday
afternoon at South Campus.
As a result of the loss, SJSU
(3-8-2 overall, 2-4 in NorPac play)
dropped into a last -place tie with
the Wildcats (2-6-2, 1-3-2).
Chico State came into the contest having scored only two goals
al I season
-The Spartans, meanwhile,
were looking for their first conference victory since a 3-1 win over
Stanford on Oct. 1.
The game was decided at the
12:52 mark in the second half,

SAN JaSF STATE
UNNERSITY

OW*
A40

when Wildcat forward Julie Freeman scored on the last of four consecutive penalty corner situations.
A few. minutes later, SJS1.’
midfield/hack Tina Royce apparently scored a game-tying goal, hut
it was nullified when referees ruled
the Spartans were offsides.
SJSU had numerous scoring
opportunities following the ruling
hut couldn’Ish in. It was ih7
Spartans’ third shutout loss of the
season.
SJSU will travel to Stanford to
play the Cardinal today at 1 p.m.
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schools from across the country that will be represented
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Spartans on the Air
KCBS (740 AM) Air time 5 10 p.m. Game time:
5.30 p.m. Saturday.
p.m.
11) San Jose State Highlights: 4:30
Sunday
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Mon -Fri: 7 am -9 pm
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The university is showing renewed interest in turning Ninth Street
into a pedestrian mall.
The campus architect has already
given the university preliminary drawings showing the proposed changes,
SJSU President Gail Fullerton said in a
news conference Tuesday.
SJSU President Gail Fullerton on
Tuesday defended her policy banning
non -students under the age of 18 from
Morris Dailey Auditorium concerts.
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judge ordered SJSU students Vickie
Ryan and Daisy Hunter to obtain counsel to defend themselves against
charges brought by the University Police Department stemming from the incident.

Two SJSU students arrested in
connection with a shoving match with
police in the Spartan Pub in May had
their pretrial conference delayed until
Dec. 30.
A San Jose Municipal Court

SJSU President (fall Fullerton
said this week that she will form a
committeeto investigate ways the university could buy or lease buildings
along South I I th Street for off-campus
student housing.
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She said auditorium events
should be for SJSU students. Fullerton
also said she was concerned with possible liability problems and the potential "thrashing" of the building,
which is on the state historical register.
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on Encyclopaedia reprearnIstIve
going door to door Encyclopee
dl. BrItannica .9. 01 today sell in

EARN

hours Call Kunl or Verde et 277.07
SECURITY GUARDS-MILPITAS rue
Prestliplous amount, $5 SO lo to
start Good verbal & written Wills
nec 18 yrs or okler Calif Or license, hour phone& own troth.
nu/ ME EOE (415)697-3640
STUDENT ASSISTANT 20 Ms ’wk. clerical, library organ,
ration and maintenance. good
English communication skills
must Call Wendy at 277.2941
SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS AIDE. Car.
Mg for Chlidnan 2yrs-Syrs Close
to campus. NIHON hours
tact Holly et 293-2288

Con-

TEACHERS & AIDES for preschool
LO 5.1.r.. 6 ECE units preferred
11081723-1131
TEACHERS FOR SMALL prolusional
preschool 01111 caring atmosphere Need ECE, enthusieem,
and creetIvity Flexible hours &
friendly staff LIM. Scholars Preschool, 23111471 or 274-1726
TELEMARKETING RADIO TIME PART
TIME We are looking for
few
outspok. pool. to sell air time
This position requires
good
voice and strong duke to make
money Call Mrs Guth st 3773600
TELEPHONE

SALES-part time

Sell

sub.riptions to Me Mercury News Guaranteed $4 50 hr plus
commission Shift. 9AM-IPM or
4 300110-13 300110. Mon -Ed
plus
Sat Cell lodsy (406) 963-1800
WANTED PERSONS INTERESTED in
making 8200-81500 nth PT FT.
no xperlance Call 2554675

HOUSING
AFFORDABLE HOUSING" STUDENT
DISCOUNT Fully furnished, secure and sate rooms FREE dillO.e and housekeeping 50,1010.Reasonabie mites-shared or single .01111104 Walking dlatence to
San Jose State Office 72 N 5th
ST. 998-0234
APT 266. ffith crpi, sec bldg clew
quiet, *011 10 SJSU Fran WOO ,
sec. deposit 790S 11th St.
CLEAN, QUIET 1 bdrm APT in small
(dopier) bldg Wall tool..., from

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share 404,
hues, 14o115 San Jose. $275 nth
Call 2514511 (an..)

Encyclopaedia BrIten.
nice Is eau to sell bet.sa 01 its
chalky and .me Our financfroz

NEED MALE STUDENT lo take o.r
dorrn room Either now or beginning of next semester Cali John

piens male II eau to own Jut 2
orders
week earn you $522
Grou commlesloo We 0111 train
and give you full management
support For Interview cell 00
Thompson .1 253-7195
EARN WO weekly, $00 per hundred
Muffed (Iuaranteed.
envelope*
Horneworkers needed 101 company profect stuffing enveiopes
end wounding material. Send
stamped self addressed wuric d
to JEW Moll Co P0500 25-1,
Castel-0 Ca 91310
GRAPHIC ARTIST pooltion in the Sto
dent Activffie 4 Services Office
to eaglet In developmwt of flyers
brocluers, banners , etc 10-15
-hr Apply by
h.., 54 50-6490

at 2774174.
NONSMOKER WANTED TO share
townhou.
Furn MRS w’pvt
bath & deck Glared., flu.00,
pool. tennis $350 flat 27440115
(PMSi
016E7 UN-F ROOMS close to 101, 15
min. for, SJSU Roshen, dryer
uthiffe
non-ernoliers
share
$315m0. call 729-0671.110, 6pm
2941rm. 25th. lop floor, quiet apt Perking, ecurIty deposit, $550-fro
IOgh& Vffillems, 297-7554
11200 CLASSIC. 1 bdrm wlrocu. rm
Ikort be clew quiet 4 sober 561
single 5450. double
S 6th St
$475 Call 000er1297.2077 after

11.198 In CAE Bldg
INSTRUCTORS
NEEDED,. 8746 56, he Pert tk.
Words., 0ern-3prn Santa Clare

more than 6 months & ere 20-55
yr old, plea. call Painter College of Chiropractic -West .1(406)
244-5907..41 401
DONNIE JOE. Host about night of
dining and dancing on I400 14M
WV, your hymn. DEE ZEE??
Love. C R
FEMALE COMPANION WANTED to
lire with shows handicapped
men Plea. call Brien at 2562306
HILLEL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIATION. Shabbat dinners. polies.
Sunday brunches leclumn, 1000day
Lunch end Learn." Israeli
dancing
holiday oelebretions
For information call 1111140 al 2948311
LEARN RUSSIAN FROM A NATIVE
We offer an intensive or 10 wit
course. Indvd1 or group classes
For more info call 993-3730
NATIONAL GAY -131 contect club 18 ,
own ond woolen Confident. low
rates S.41 SASE to NGCC. P0
29781-K. San Jo.. Ca
951.

ao.

NEED 100 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE to
try new herbal weight control program No drops, no exercise
100% guaranteed Call (4011) 2457503

PERSONAL

GYMNASTIC

IRISH APARTHEID
Write for FREE Info PJL, 31011

ABOLISH

NO

purr Call P J

923-2309

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING AM
formate & group prowls wen
come Spell check every time. free
disk storage Delabs. capability.
Standard & micro cassette Mu
scription Word proc trng on
SAMNA

&
word
perfect
softwere Ms IA-F, 8 30-5 30 Rfr
serve tit. now for your upcoming thesis, dieseffelion or manuscript Chryeta19234461
A CASH REBATE
/5 cash diecount
to new coetomer on reports 10
pages One pew fr. typing on
reports 2-9 pages Prot.sloosi
typist and Willed word procesoor
LaserWriter Plus printing Pickup
and delivery Highut guilty work
St student rote. - SI SO page Call
DAYSTAR .1 358.2717
ACCURACY ALWAYS Prodesional
results every tind Thews, papers. resumes end dissertation
Servirq Evergreen, SS.1 & few
minute. from 6.151) Student die
count Wth this ad or ID Call
(400)2210852

Bookstore& Roberto Book Store

AMY WILL TYPE your paper for only
$1 per page, double spaced On
campus each day for pickup & delivery Call 249-4075 leave mes-

tance in rewriting
975-0277

Elm’

SERVICES
BARE IT ALL!! Stop she... wooing.
tweezing Let me purnauffily remove your on... herr (chin,
bikini, tummy mousteche, bock,
shoulders. etc) IS% discounts to
students and faculty Call before
Christmas, 1986 & gel your lot
appt el 1 2 price Unwind.] hair
disappears with my care Gwen C
Chelgren R E Cell 558-3500. tor
*pot 1645 5 Bascom Ave PC
HAIR TODAY GONE TOMORROW
EE s IE 4.

IS TIIAT DESIGN project
due & you have no resources for
ideas or whet to build? SW Electronics is committed to offering
low cost el.tronic Icomponent)
& computer information needs tor
IS. student Call Days 912-7736.
Eves 293-4780 ask for Joe

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY will con suit with SJSU .104001 101 30 minutes FREE Practice limited to ell
espects of immigration end netin
rallzation leyv
Office located
within 10 minutes from campus
Call Roberl Ng at 1406) 289-8400
101 .11 appointment
PERMANENT

HAIR

REMOVAL

for
mon and women Special rate with
faculty or student I D PrIvete
confklentiel Weekdeys. evenings
& Saturday Sunnyvale Electrolysis Center, Koll Milanese Park el
Hwy 101 & N Fairoaks Ave (408)
7343115
CLEANING

& SERVICES
Homes. Mors. urpets A win6ows (408)264-3094 269-6025

PROFESSIONAL RESF/RCH for writers. scholars end pubbs officials
Specialising in historic.d, political. bkgrephical topics Cludent
discounts available For tree Info,
write CLO, 6003-8 Motors onis
Columbia. MD 21045
RUNNERS, ATHLETES. Deep tissue
muscle work for an extre competitive edge end increased efficiency Call fficffiard at 2724348
STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now’ Sve your teeth, eyes
and money too For information

r.N.T

HEN KINDLY STOP HOGGING UP
IIPACE ON MY ROLL SHEET UNTIL
VOU GET SOME PROOF f

KS --TWO SEtAEGO

SorelEcINE:s Esc
CAST OUT
ALERT me

1 fruocta

Sheila Neal

Isaac Newt
HAVE YOU NEVER 1
8EEN/ MELLO VI 11J
4- i-lAVE ’(p NEVEk
MEN HMI
0000009500
IXANA011.
v
moo ,
,)’’’’

4370
BECK

SECRETARIAL Stoderd papers, resumes business typing
needs, word processing Willow
0100 0*. Call Ilse at 2678234

BLOSSOM
TERESA
HILL SANTA
AREA Fut. accurate typing and
word proceuing mrslisble seven
days week Limited pickup &
delivery 365-1012

Eric Kieninger

Thick Crust

eAPpY NilLLOWler

CALL LINDA FOR PROFESSIONAL
word
...slog
Reports

AO s
toi t

theses, disserteilons, group protects, resumes Guaranteed quick
return Per page and hourly rates
Tranocripti. available Almaden Brenham area Free chid storage
Prof Steno Typing Service 14084
264-4504
Do you have paper due soon? Does
it need to be typed? Call today to
schedule your word processing
lob Quick turnaround accurate

(40

52 do page 993-9260. Word for
Word EMerprdes-SJ

Classified

EDITINGWORD PROCESSING,

2649448 Emphasis on correct punctuation, sentence structure. and
MrffiRtlinfl (Turablan APA. etc(
FOrfnef Engldh nuor highly de
pendat. Willow Glen Area usy
to locale
Call Mrs
Morton
Iliershiff from 8AM-8PM or 26E,
9448

ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Term papers research papers.
thews & diusdatIons (Campbell.
Turablen. APS 3rd ed ), .reen
plays. resumes, cover & follow-up
letters manuscripts (books, acticlas.ahoct stories), tran.rlthion
Free SPEL-CHEK. minor edit (If
requested), proof, disc storage
Student tactrity discounts (Mick
turnaround 24451325
EXCELLENT TYPING SERVICE Term
pews. theses. resume., din.,
teflon*, etc for students and faculty We also do tape treriscrlpHon and bookkeeping Fr. data
storage Coll 245-17139
EXPO TYPIST" Neer Leigh & Camden Reports, hem papers. etc
Editing
singled*
Correctable
electronic
typewriter
From
pogo
Cull BIll
$1 50 double spec@
at 371-5933
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
personal legal business.
word

procusIng needs Term papers.
reports. resumes, cover letters
theses dissertations. manuals
All scodemk formats
APA
Spelling grammar ponctuetion

BL E RATES" Free disk storage
Pam. 247,2681 (Send Clara) See
SJSU Fall’66 Directory of Classes

INEXPENSIVE. QUICK WORD pro.
cueing Sr 00 per page, no miniMIMI Thule. dissertation. etc
RHEMA GRAPHICS at 365-5030
LOW LOW PRICES & fent returns on
prof word processing, Term pa.
pore, manu.ripts, resumes, you
wits. I type or you draft. I write &
type 800 spelling & pony . free
pu del 101 no do the work while
you party worry fru. Call eves
101 est Sharon 972-9753

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time El
peffenced. professional word procueing
papers,
thous.
rfr
toque, office overflow, loadings,
...lettere Student Discounts
Guarente. work Only 10 min d.0 from campus Words and
mod (Pamela) 923-7810

business corrsopondence Aegis.
*entente
lone. with
structure. end form if requested

Call 01061 736,676, Sunnyyeffi
w ee Long range risalgnmend
can Coo subnUltaci by mail w your

Pamela el (408)275-6253

remittance

Call 2664418
RESUME & TYPING We use IBM XT
COMPUTER Word Star end letter
coulity printer Resume 55 up
Typing $I 50119. double spud
One block Iran carnpu PC CON. 404 S 3.51 St . 02, corner of
San Sahador PC -CON, 295-1606

PUT YOUR WORDS In their best p01.9.01110
Experienced
professional word processing papers.
theses, resumes Specialist in

PROFESSUCCESS ENTERPRISE
SIONAL typing & business servnear uniices Feet, reasoroble

projects
technical,
scientific
Sr 75-53 page Call Vicki ar 211,

THESES - REPORT PAPERS Word
processing w extra attention to
dealt $2 pg for students 13 pg
for. professionals Rut.. 510
Save your work on the IBM PC for

WORD PROCESSING-RESUMES, theels and term papers Reasonable
rates Quality ervice ode to do
bold face and fight margin medication Call 2559446 Not far from
SJSU
WORD PROCESSING
students. Inatructors. small buineos Term
papers, thesis. ruumes.
diseerUdlone nuns mailing,
spelling check. etc Reasonable
rates Coll K & 0 Desk Top Sexy Ices at 274-7562 Pick up and delivery welleble

versity Call 1406(502.4047

30511 IBM arse
TYPING SERVICE for all
your typing needs Student rates
ranging from S1 to St 75 per pogo
Gulch turnaround Disk storage
for 30 days Call (408) 1146-4967

QUALITY

leter use Grammar, puncluotion.
& spelling cherkskl printed -- In
Erickson
Poblicetions quality
Word Processing 377.5293

Ask for Amanda or leave mesas.
on machine

TYPING DONE

REASONABLE rotes

Cell Petti el 2499333

PROCESSING
RELIABLE
WORD
DONE st reasoniffile rat. vdth
quick turnaround time WM set-up

TYPING SERVICE tor students end Instructors Dependeble, reliable,

WORDPROCESSING ON stets of the
art equipment Papers duffs.
etc Discount on 2nd lob CoN 3763450
ZEE

TYPING and Secrelerial Services Foal accurate work evrall.010 uven days week Loci.d
in the Blosorn Hill Sonia Teresa
eres Limited pickup and 44414
ery C411365-1012

mg"

Print Your Ad Here

STUDENTS. TEACHERS!! Send todey
for unique booklet, 1111.4 tolth
serviceabd information about II
censure & career opportunitkre
0200 Write to Mon Arni, Box
11567F B Herrieburg, Ps 17106

TYPING

accurets won Reesonable Fetes
II 50 pg
Assignments 10 pg.
and 000m aila be .cepted ooly

COVERLETTERS.

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST -um gurus,
theses. etc Accurate, prompt,
$2.25 dbi were per pew Saratoga wee. call Joan at 741-5680

NEED THAT FORGOTTEN PAPER
typed fast, Lel In. help, Term p. pie., Miners reports, therms research coopers
Isst and prolessionaliy.
FREE
grammar
spelling assistance Reesonable
rides Cell Marcie st 294-6347
(work Neve mesffige) 01 920.1274

and

RESUMES,

reports resumes. publications,
manuscripts
correspondence
etc Will mid In grammar spelling punctuation For prompt 7 day
response. leaoo nusuge for

assistance All work guarantud
Produlanal confidential and depondoble service or AFFORDS.

for additional coupon savings

& spoil check all documents Call
Kelley et 972-2907

before 10910
PROCESS IT WRITE. Faculty and stu
dents can rely on accurate
timely production of newsletters

and brochure see AS OM. or
call (406) 3714911.

AARDVARKS DON’T TYPE, bull do,
Theses, diseertalffins. reports
Eight page minimum six month.
tree disk sharp. On-ilne word
procussing, aslt for Joye et 2641029

800y t

E
OPENINO HERE’

Dan O’Resr.

thews. manuscripts. papers resumes.
prolusions!
backup
work Reasonable rates Located
conveniently Cell Barbe et 926-

Norb

Wanda Folk
You

MISTER ORM IT SEEMS THAT
COMPLETED AU. THE LOWER
DIVISION PREREQUISITES FOR THLS
HAVE
YOU TAKEN ECON IA.
CLASS
to MO 2.C’

corrected Long manuscripts voile.. Will pick up. deliver Ai.0
available cdtical reading, assis-

BARBE’S WORD PROCESSING Have
lob will process Experi.ced in

Rev

School Daze

A WAY WITH WORDS prompt, accufete. literate. B A in history Wang
Word Pr.insing, spoiling errors

WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian Center Sunday -Lutheran 10 45 em
Catholic 4 00 end 8 00 pm Please
call Carnpu Ministry at 296-0204

Joan Pauli.]
labor

totsTER ISLAND.

perstran.ription
No lob too
small, Student discounts Nur
SJSU Teachers welcome, Office
Affernathes, 294-2974

UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED
liYLTNENSMREP
Confidential. 335 S
Bahorood A. . San Jose Call
247-740010. appointment

for womdp.couneeling,programs
and likely opportunities
Rid
Natalie Shlres.Fr Bob Leger,Sr

:Mr GUY
FROM

...TRANSFORMS AN OTRERNISL
MILD-MAHMERED mklJOLlrn4 11110

AFFORDABLE WORD PROCESSING
Specializing In resumes, Ism pa-

mite

PROFESSOR’s EXAM FILES available
(a required
for
Engineering
muss In CE. EE, ME and Met
Engr), EIT, Calculu. Chernietry
and Physics. Available at Spartan

600 bik, 5 10Ih St. $465 ’no
Laundry, prkg, call 998-0424

dignified manner st over -010count*. locations in rnikor fulls
notions1 bookstores from referrals and various methods of WI
venerated leads and nationel advertising

Williams Rd. S J 96117 End ths
oppreselon
BACKACHE?? Free exeminatIon &
care as part of research protect
it you have had low back pain or

PRESTO
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(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each line)

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day
I

Two
One
Days
Day
3 Lines $355 $435
$5 15
4 Lines
$4 35
5 Lines $5 15 $6 00
6 Lines $595 $680
Each Additional L,ne Add $

Three
Days
$475
$5 55
$6 35
$715
80

Four
Days
$500
$580
$660
$740

Five
Days
$520
$600
$680
$760

Each
Extra
Day
$ 90
$1 05

$1.20
$1 .35
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Print Name

Semester Rates (All Issues)

5-9 L,nes $4600 10-14 Lines $6300
S Plus Lines $80 00

Address

Phone__

Phone 277-3175
City & State

ABSOLUTELY.

ACCURATE.
ACCOUNTABLE for telephone. thel
toot5 typing that’s tope -try
Tony -2992097 $I 50 per paps

daub. spaced All work guar Weed. Tnist Tony 290-2047
Mei*.
ACADEMIC

AND

PROFESSIONAL

word processing P J word proceasing offer. qualify puerilead
work at compeiftl. roles Experienced

in thesis, lerre wiped.
group protects, reed.. menuscripts & letters L... In North
San Jou, only minute. from cau

Days

Enclosed is $
Circle a Classikatiori:
Announcements

Help Wanted

Personals

Automotive

Housing

Travel

For Sale

Services
Lost & Found

Stereo

Typing

Computers

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

Classified Desk Located Outside ()OHM
hours 900 A Al 10330P M
Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dales only
No refunds on cancelled ads
ma
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Everything but kitchen sink
flies at ’Rocky Horror’ show

Phone registration
to begin in 1988
REGISTRATION, from page I
will be saved.
The hardware and software is
used or being installed in 22 other
schools, including Georgia State
University in Atlanta and Brigham
Young University in Provo, Utah.

Fans freak
at cult film
HORROR, from page!
plauded enthusiastically when the unlikely hero Dr. Frankenfuner, who de-.
scribes himself as "a sweet transvestite
from Transexual, Transylvania," appeared on the screen.
The 1974 musical originally opened
to lukewarm business, but caught fire
when it began to he shown at weekend
midnight shows, often playing at the same
theater for years and attracting a loyal audience.
"I figured it would be something fun
for Halloween," said Jason Challas, A.S.
Program Board film chairman.
The film was moved from the series’
usual site, Morris Dailey Auditorium, to
the ballroom.
"It’s a consideration to the administration," Challas said. "We knew we
would have a mess."
He estimated it would take between
30 minutes and an hour to clean up after
the show.
It usually takes 15 minutes to clean
up after a film in the auditorium, he said.
The board probably "did a little over
breaking even," Challas said, with the
number of tickets sold between good and
average.

Abraham Haile

Daily staff photographer

Douglas Bell, BYU director of
registration, said the system, which
has been operating since April
1984, has worked well.
"It gives the students flexibility." Bell said, by letting them
know immediately if they have a
place in a course.
Registration is completed in
about three and a half minutes for
each of the school’s 27,000 students. he said.
Chambers said the SJSU system will eventually tell the student
what fees are owed and whether a
placement exam is needed to sign
Li p for a class.
The only major problem with
the system will be educating students and faculty about it, Chambers said.
Area high schools and community colleges will also need to be
informed of the change, he said.
Some students, though, will
resist using the system because they

fear new technology. Chambers
said. "People get very nervous
with change."
Admissions and Records staff
will see those students in person, he
said, adding that when BYU installed its system, only 100 students chose not to use it during the
first year.
registration
Over-the -phone
will be tested with between 1,500
and 2,000 students who have priority in registration -- Admissions
and Records workers, students with
honors at entrance, athletes and
participants in the Educational Opportunity Program, Chambers said.
By fall 1988, it will be extended to all SJSU students, he
said.
Priority -registration students
will still be able to sign up for
classes at an earlier date than others, Chambers said.
Between about 20,000 and
22,000 students participate in
SJSU’s current Computer Assisted
Registration in a typical fall semester, and between 7.000 and 9.000
go through Program Adjustment
Day, he said.
Spring 1987 registration starts
Monday for continuing students
and ends Nov. 14, Chambers said.

"The Rocky Horror Picture Show" gets students off their seats in the Student Union Ballroom

Fraternity gives child abuse center Halloween party, $1,000
By Janell hull
Daily staff writer
Halloween was a little less scary for children of a local child abuse treatment center
thanks to a campus fraternity.
Kappa Sigma presented a check for,
$1,000 Wednesday to the Institute for the
Community as Extended Family and provided
a Halloween party and costume contest for
more than 50 children and adults at the center.
Terri Muessig. development and media
coordinator for ICEF, said she was grateful for
Kappa Sigma’s contribution.
"Kappa Sigma is the only fraternity that
has taken an interest in helping the kids," she
said. "A lot of people look at the children.
shake their heads, and say ’What a shame,’ hut

don’t do anything to help. Kappa Sigma has
been very consistent with their help."
Glenn Riis, president of the fraternity.
said ICEF has been Kappa Sigma’s main philanthropy for the past three years.
"It’s good to feel like we’re helping
someone," Riis said. "We’ve had bike-athons in the past, hut this year we decided to
have direct contact .’ ’
He said the house raised the money
through donations received at L.A. Rocks, a
local nightclub. Kappa Sigma collected $2 donations at the door on a Thursday night several
weeks ago. L.A. Rocks usually has free admission on Thursday night, but Riis said almost
everyone who entered the club contributed.
ill go a long
Muessig said the imirires

way because ICEF relies on donations from the
private sector for about one-third of its yearly
budget.
"We try to be as self-sufficient as possible," she said.
The center works in cooperation with selfhelp groups such as Daughters and Sons
United, Parents United and Adults Molested as
Children United. Muessig said ICEF tries to interrupt the cycle of child abuse that is sure to
get worse without intervention.
ICEF treats abused children and their families through individual and group counseling
treatment for the abused child, for the
abused child’s parents, as well as adults molested as children. Muessig provided some statistics to show the far-reaching effects child

Hayden promotes Proposition 65
those that do will be able to adapt, as
they have in the past.
measure is coming from oil and elec"We should not have to make a
tronics companies including Chevchoice between economic growth on
ron and Hewlett Packard Co., Hayone hand and our lungs and our livden said.
ers on another." Hayden said.
He said he wasn’t sure why the
The assemblyman’s visit was
opponents of the measure were
sponsored by the fledgling campus
spending so much money in their efpolitical magazine Outspoken.
fort to defeat it.
Hayden also took a stand on
Companies that don’t use Proposition 61. the Paul Gann "Fair
chemicals that cause cancer won’t Pay Amendment," while he was
have a problem. Hayden said, and here.

The measure, which would
limit state employee compensation
to $64,000 per year, would "diminish the pool of talented leadership in
the state," he said.
Hayden said higher education
would suffer under the measure.
which supporters say is necessary
because state salaries and pensions
are getting out of control.
"We’re always in competition
with other states for faculty arid administrators," Hayden said.

A.S. president declares tie
in campus voting drive

’I think we will accept
it, but I’m not sure.’

HAYDEN, from page

By Andy Bird
Daily stall writer
The Associated Students president on Wednesday declared Ten Cooper, A.S. director of sponsored programs, was not involved in a conflict
of interest during a voter registration
contest between the College Republicans and Campus Democrats earlier
this month.
"I didn’t find that there was a
conflict of interest," said Tom
Boothe, A.S. president. "Teri was not
involved in the voter registration."
Boothe also said it was impossible to determine a winner in the contest because no accurate records of
voter registration affidavits are kept,
and recommended the board of directors declare a tie and split the first
prize of $50 between the two groups.
Paul Romero. president of College Republicans, who three weeks
ago accused Cooper of actively working with Campus Democrats to register
voters while she acted as sponsor and
judge of the contest, said the conflict of-interest issue was no longer important.
"The key is that they say the
mess-up is on their part and not on our
part," Romero said.
The contest was held between
Sept. 29 and Oct. 2. Cooper declared
the Campus Democrats the winner 01
the contest, saying the group had sub
mitted to the A.S. office 39 voter reg
istration affidavits compared to just 26
for the College Republicans.
However, Romero said he am,
ally submitted 55 affidavits, and the
count was misplaced because the contest lacked proper procedures.
While the Republican Party ot
Santa Clara County sent a letter to the
A.S. confirming Romero had turned in
55 voter registration cards on Oct. 4.
Boothe said there was no way to deter
mine how many were completed be
fore the Oct 2 deadline.
Three weeks ago. Romero said he
wouldn’t accept a compromise and
split the first place prize with Campus
Ikmocrats. He threatened to take the

the matter to the Avademic Senate,
and if necessary, to President Gail Fullerton.
Monday, Romero said he would
accept the compromise if Boothe de
temiined there was no way to accurately determine a winner. However.
after being told about Boothe’,
Wednesday decision, Romero said he
wasn’t sure about the determination.
"I think we will accept it, but I’m
not sure." Romero said.
Boothe resolved the conflict -sit
interest issue by removing Cooper
from the contest as soon as the contra
versy began.
"I’m really pleased with the work
he put into it," Romero said. "it was a
minor issue to him."
But he reprimanded the A.S.
board of directors for trying to protect
Cooper.
"I think they’re more interested
in defending themselves than resolving
the matter.’
Cooper said she disputes the
claim that she worked with the Campus Democrats during the contest. 1
was too busy coordinating homecom
ing week."

20% off Volkswagen
Repair
(with st.h.n1

)

Paul
Romero,
College Republic ans president

abuse can have if the cycle is not interrupted:
One in three girls and one in seven boys
are sexually abused by their 18th birthday.
Eighty percent of sexually abusive fathers and physically abusive mothers were
abused as children.
Eighty to 90 percent of all prison inmates were abused as children.
Seventy percent of drug abusers were
sexually molested by family members.
Sixty percent of prostitutes were incest
victims during childhood.

sided professional and self-help treatment to
more than 18,000 sexually abused children and
their families.
Muessig said there are currently more than
1,100 clients being treated at the facility. ICEF
also has a training program which has resulted
in 160 similar programs throughout the United
States, Canada, Australia and England.
"Our dream is to get a program in every
community." Muessig said.

Winners of the costume contest included a
scarecrow as the most original costume; the
ICEF, which was established in 1971. was grim reaper as the scariest costume, and a black
the first program in the world to address the cat as the most attractive costume. The winners
problems of child sexual abuse, Muessig said. each received $20 gift certificates provided by
The Child Abuse Treatment Program has pm- Kappa Sigma.

Society limits gays, speaker says
HR!!?. from page I
known and a basic fear of the loss of
masculinity in society. Britt said.
This fear is frightening politically
because it presents an unwillingness to
deal with the issues, he said.
Homophobia creates the fear of
the loss of authority in today’s culture.
Britt said.
People fear a loss of control and
freedom which they believe will lead
to domination. Britt said.
This fear creates politicians who
are emotionally out of touch with what
people need, he said.
President Ronald Reagan and the
American government as a whole are
unable to involve themselves emotionally in the issues facing the human
family today. Britt said.
This inability to face reality has

The Burger House
..Featunny the Best Old
Fashion Hamburgers & Homemade Fries
in San Jose."
OPEN Mon-Fri 1 1AM-Midnight
Sat-Sun 4PM-Midnight
For Orders To Go C1311292-2882

implications toward all of humanity,
Proposition 63. the ballot meanot just gay and lesbian individuals, he sure to declare English as the official
said.
California language, excludes members of the family just as anti -sodomy
"The denial of sexuality and laws and the LaRouche initiative expleasure in a lot of Reagan voices is a clude gay individuals from the human
fundamental flight from feeling, think- family. Britt said.
ing, caring," Britt said.
Sex is a three-letter word in society, which is almost as bad as a fourletter word. This makes it almost impossible to deal with issues such as
AIDS because it is one of the unmentionables, he said.

It is the experience of being different, ethnically or sexually, at a time
when people are choosing to ignore social change that makes politics much
more challenging for all individuals
today, he said.
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* ATTENTION!
GRADUATING SENIORS
with a background in Economics, Finance,
Real Estate, or other Business-related fields.

THE HAMMOND CO.
The Mortgage Bankers
offers

* High Income Potential
* Management Training Program
* Full Company Benefits
If you are an aggressive individual who would like to
become a part of the fast -paced held of mortgage banking
with a large public company. sign up at
THE CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT OFFICE
BUILDING 0, FOR

Volkswagen Repair
Bodywork & Paint

BUGS LIMITED
700 Kings Row #23
San Jose, CA 95112
(408)998-4739
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